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Blood Drive
For Frat

What Is A Student Trustee?
Open Letter to the Campus

By Rob Holmes
The Board of Trustees Bylaws state that "The composition, functions, duties,
powers, and responsibilities
of the Board of Trustees, its
committees, or subcommittees, shall be as provided and
authorized by the laws of the
Commonwealth as in effect
frQm time to time, subject to
such rules, regulations, poli:::ies or guidelines as the
Board of Reg~nts of Higher
Education ma:y, from time to
time, adopt, amend or repeal
for the management, control,
administration, or regulation
of the system of public higher
education, or any part
thereof."
The Board of Trustees is
divided into seven standing
committees: 1. Executive
Committee, 2. Personnel,
Faculty, and Educational Policies, 3. Building and
Grounds, 4. Budget and
Financing, 5. Long Range
Planning, 6. Student Affairs,
and 7. Audit Committee. At
the present time I am serving
on the Building and Grounds
and Student Affairs Commit-

Rob Holmes, '83, Student Trustee
"As a member of the Board of Trustees I join in the decision-making prodess with great concern for Bridgewater
State College, its history and especially
the fufure It holds, whibfi"lrl mYt/pfftion
appears very bright.,,

tees. This does not however
mean I do not have input into
the other five Committees.
As a member of the Board
of Trustees I join in the
decision-making process
with great concern for
Bridgewater State College, its
history and especially the
future it holds, which in my
opinion appears very bright.
This is one reason why I am
actively involved.
I, being a student and a voting member of the Board of
Trustees, represent you, the
student body, faculty, and
administrators. I have your
best interest in mind and need
your help to keep the college
progressing to its fullest
potential.
Monthly meetings are held
the second Wednesda~ of
each month in the Student
Union Council Chambers. I
am on campus, easily acessible and will be looking for
positive input from all of you.

· ··11(515 ·Holmes· .. :
Student Trustee
Box 62 Scott" Half Rm ..217
Extensions 2347. & ~348

By Robert Flynn

BSC fraternity Phi Pi Delta
broke all previous records for
the collection of blood dona- ·
tions last week in the Student
Union. A total of 357 pints
were collected in a drive campaign whose slogan wa,s
"We're out for Blood" and
included the distribution of
balloons . to .those that
donated . This shattered their
earlier -collection .record of
320 pints. Dean Deep, the
Vice President of Student
·Services, congratulated Phi
Pi Delta for their "unselfish
contribution in this important
humanitarian endeavor."
Phi Pi Delta's president
Kevin Bouchard felt that the
blood drive was "an all
around . success." Although
the entire fraternity was
involved with the organization of the drive, Bouchard
added that spec~I thanks
must be given to Katy Menton
(l,nd. K,athy .· Russell for Jt:le
great df)al of help that they
provided in order to make the
drive such an overwhelming
success.

WBIM: Training Ground for Broadcasters
By Brett Peruzzi
Experience .. It's what
counts in today's tight job
market. Granted; securing a
college degree is the big
door-opener to most professional fields, but in many
cases it isn't enough.
Today, employers in some
fields are reluctant to hire
people fresh out of college
with no practical experience
in their chosen fields. Broadcasting is one field where
. experience is a definite plus.

WBIM. BSC's · own radio
station located at 91 .5 on the
FM dial, is a fertile training
ground for SSC students
interested in careers in
broadcasting. Once just a 10
watt station with a range of a
few miles, WB1M is now operating in stereo at 180 watts,
with a range of up to 25 miles
and a potential listening
audience in the hundreds of
thousands.
For some of the student
staffars that run WBIM, which
has e.xpanded its album-

oriented rock format to
include jazz, blues, funk, and
classical music shows, the
station has been a starting
point for ·their professional
careers. Program Director
Peter George works part-time
as a DJ at WBET in Brockton,
and DJ Laurel Bowman also
works part-time at night as a
DJ at WHJY in Providence,

RI.
WBIM staffers are also
working in television broadcasting. Public Relations
(P/8888 see WBIM, page 3)

WBIM

~DJ

Jim "The Wolf' Magner

BSC May Join Cable TV Boom
·

Soon to be a TV show?

By Brett Peruzzi
and Robert Flynn

What .started out as a magazine
forum for the faculty members at
BSCrnaysoon bea monthly show
on area cable television·.· .Tbe
Bridgewater Review· made · its
debut on campus last fall featuring articles by various faculty
members. Subjects ranged from
research that professors were
· working on to poetry, book and
· film reviews, and editorial and
opinion pieces.·
During an.interviewwitha focal
reporter, Edttor Michael Kryzanek, a Political 'Science professor here at BSC, was. presented
with the idea that the magazine be
turned into a television show. Dr.
Kryzanek liked the idea, and
under the direction of Dr. Glenn

Cook, BSC's Director- of Media
Services, a demonstraUon videotape of a show featuring $everal
campus prnfessors was pro.;.
. duced: Using a format similar to
Even!ng A(agazlne and· other TV
· shows of that. type, they attempted to create an entertaining and
informative product, rather than
one with a scholarly approach.
Nearly 200 man-hours were
needed to produce one. thirty
minute program, which featured
short.segments on scienc~, book
· and film reviews, economics, psychology, a guest interview, and a
calendar listing of upcoming
events on the BSC campus.The
response to the demo tape was
overwhelmingly positive. Repre..;
sentatives of Channel 2 in Boston
viewed the tape, and were very
impressed by it, considering it

was done on a college campus
and not in a professional 'tV
stUdio.
"There was also a very positive
response from President Rondileau and the· Board of Trustees,"
said Or. Kryzanek, who serves as
the show's host. "They ag fee with ·
me that it would be a very effective way· to promote the college
and show people what's happening at Bridgewater State

College."
Or. Glenn Cook, who will serve

as Director of the show, which is
tentatively ·titled Bridgewater
Magazjne, feels that "THe value of
the show is varied as it serves to
improve the campus morale, help
participating students gain valuable technicial experience, and

(Please turn to page 3)
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Letters To The Editor

Tootsie Review Reviewed

Women's Center Says Thank You
I would like to thank everyone who donated clothing,
etc., to our clothing drive last
semester. A local store owner
kindly donated a lot of winter
clothing, which made the
recipients quite happy!
The clothes were dropped
off at Rosie's Place, a shelter
for homeless women in Boston, and Womansplace, a
local shelter for battered
women and children.
In these days of economic

hardship I feel somewhat
hopeful about the tutu re
when people are able to share
what they have with others
who are faced with sometimes overwhelming life challenges and situations. Your
continued support and giving
to others in whatever way,
shape, or form will always be
appreciated.
Liz Scroggs
Women's Center

Mr. Treaton,
I fail to see your point
regarding the important
statement Tootsie creates
concerning men and women.
If we carefully consider the
peculiar situations in which
Mr. Hoffman becomes
engaged while portraying the
character Dorothy Michaels,
it is plainly evident that Mr.
Hoffman's responses to these
situations are indicative of his
male identity. If Mr. Hoffman

has achieved the ability to
think as a woman, feel as a
woman, and actually become
a woman within the boundaries of the movie, then my hat
is off to him as he is a better
woman than I. At the conclusion of Tootsie, Dorothy
Michaels cannot help but
reveal and therefore validate
her true sexual identity ... Michael Dorsey:
I agree with you in stating
that Tootsie is entertaining

An open letter to
Kevin Bouchard

"Tilly Time" Part Il
There are many different
attitudes concerning the food
·
serv1ces
prov1"d ed f or t h e st udents here at B n'd gewat er
State C allege. Al t h oug h th e
.
majority of comments I've I 1stened to are negative, there
have also been positive
remar k s.
When considering to purchase a meal ticket, conside·r
some positive aspects as well
as the drawbacks. It costs
· tyex,ac,ti Y,- f .1ve. d o,II ars an d six
five c"ents a day to be fed ita·
suudent is on the nineteen
meal plan. Five dollars and
sixt~-'five:climts~adayto befed
is peanuts to pay for food
th~se days. In fact, fivedolfars
arid 65¢'1Jdaycan'feven buy a ,
bag pt groceries.. For one
average student to go to Mao- '
Donalds it will cost an estimated four to five dollars.
Your five dollars and sixtyfive cents per day gives you
three square meals and you:~,.
may eat as much as you wish.
Furthermore, I argue the food
is better than tolerable; it is
good.
·
Naturally there are, draw"".
backs to eating in the cafeteria. If students want to eat
three mealsadaytheyhaveto
walk from far away places like

and witty but that is as far as it
goes with me. To impose the
statement concerning men
and women, which you are
implying in your review as
being of primary value to the
movie, is rather distasteful to
me. Maybe I could concede
some value to.the statement if
Renee Richards had protrayed the role Mr. Hoffman
undertook.
Through a woman's eyes,
Susan S. Piwowarski

Pope Hall, Scott Hall, and cannot adapt to eatig at specwork at the canteen. Your
t exemp 1·f
Wood Hall. If you are familiar ified times. For these people Mr. Kevin Bouchard. Presi- eff ors
1 Y th e f'mes t
w1'th t'""1·1e Iocat·ions o f th ese as well as the whole, I advo- dent, Phi
S Pi Delta. Bridge- example of community sertate College. Scott vice, and the college com· 't ,h, e I p b ut b e cate some k1'nd of mus1·c sys- water
d orms you can
· t eg1c
· pos1·
tern. Th1·s would contr1·bute to M
Hall Room 122 · Bridgewater, munity can be very proud of
amaze d at th e st ra
t'ion o f th e d'mmg
·
f ac1·1·t
more o' f a relax1·ng env1·ronassachusetts 02 324.
you.
1 y. It·1s
.
II
·
I
d
b
h
ment.
The Blood Drive, held on
Please extend my gratitude
.
I1tera y enc1rc e, , y t ese
three dorms. Yet;this is the
It would be a trajedy to January 26, ,27, 1983, was a and congratulations to all of
· t s I've forget the fr1'endly workers tremendous success and a your members for their unselIeas t o f th e comp Iam
heard.
that staff Bridgewater's food record number of pints of fish contribution in this
The major belly-ache con- services. They serve with a blood for Bridgewater State important humanitarian
cerns the quality of food smile and are all too eager to College was set. This was due endeavor>·and we look forbeing served. Students, 1find, assist. Credit for the manage- to the hard work and com- ward to a continued close
w·11
com·p1a1·n about,, the' food ment, chefs, and other key munity spirit of Phi Pi Delta.
working relationship in the
1
being-served fo.r the sake of support personnel is greatly
The Brothers and Sisters of future with Phi Pi Delta.
complain'ing. The food is fine. , app'reciated.
Phi Pi Delta are to be truly Cordially,
The complaining i~ tiresome.
Rarely have I seen so much commended for their impor- David P. Deep
If students don't want to eat care go into a college dining ta.nt help in the recruitment, Vice President, Student
t'he.fO'oc(ptoVkledfodnenfby facility;•have,had.the·oppor• promotion and volunteer Services
food services the solution is tunity to observe several .._..~...;;....._._.._._.....-.._,,_._. _ _....,..._..~_._.._..~--+
simple: pon't eat it. Granted, other food institutions, ~ In keeping with our sacred tradition the C~mm'un'ity
f'
as'
~ernester gets old the- , in?l.•Jding two years '.of ~he· the Catholic ,Center: ,W.iJl,offer 0;, Eucharistic Liturgy to~
studef!t. typloal1y :gets .bored, , m '~,J,~adr,y"' ·,<!,,, ,h~'", ,.f '? . d; . !~~l.r)~,,
eelebrate-.the lives an,d.·ihepassing·
with himself and the type' of serve at our co 11ege 1s as . J'
.
- .. ,.;...God~
, presence ,of)
·1
food being served. Eat out good, if notbetter, than any
Edward Hmds Class, of 1986
~
once in a while; Burger King institution _I've eaten at. ,
,~
Debra Dempsy Class of 1983 ~
is inexpensive. Jhe bottom
C_orcJudmg, I_ would say_
Sunday, February 6, 1983
line, however, is thanhe food· Bridgew~ter st~dent~ have a t
7:00 p.m.
(
being served at Tillinghast is good thing going with cam- .._..,...,;..._.._....;...._...._...___.._.._..._,_._._...-_._.._._....-.-.-+_
accept~ble.
· pus foo~, $ervice_s. I, .arn per-.
··
· '·
I believe you could eat the sonally looking forward , to
same food at your home with- another nutritious and satisfPrint your personal on a clean piece of unshredded paper
out even knowing the d.iffer- ying semester. I hope you will
and bring it to The Comment office. When submitting personence. The psychological consider both the positive
als you must show your Bridgewater .ID. Your name is for our
strain of eating at school aspects as well as the drawrecords only, and ne,ed not appear in print. Remember if we
every day for some students backs and come to the right
can't read it we won't type it!
Note: All subject to
is just too much. They simply , decisiQn. I know I did.
editorialization.
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°
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Personals

The Comment

Tuesday:
Sports
Entertainment
News
Monday:
Features
Advertisements
Wednesday
Personals
Late News
Classifieds
Emergency Bulletins
Announcements
Cartoons ·
Letters to the Editor · Graphics

Deadlines

(Established 1927}
Editor-in-Chief
Stuart E. Gardner ,
Managing Editor
Edward D. Huntress

Spring 1983 P·ublication
Schedule
News
Co-Editors
Robert C.' Flynn
Brett Peruzzi
Staff,
Liz Cahill! Marjorie·Payne,
Ruth -Schultz
,

Features
Editor
Nancy DuPont
Contributing Editor
Margaret Flaherty

Contributing Writers:
Richard Colgan, Frederik Heap,
David Kutcher

Entertainment
Editor
Kevin Roberts

Sports
Editor
Christopher Harwood

all of the following dates are Thursiiays and are
subject to change.
f'eb 3';'FebJO, Feb 17, -one week break-, Mar
3, Mar 10, -two week break-, Mar 31, Apr
7, Apr 14, Apr21, Apr28, May5, and maybe
May .12 ..

Staff,.·
Staff
1-{obert Treaton, Stephen Lee,
M'.ike Storey, Gregory 'Mathis
Dash Riprock, Matt Donahue,
The, Comment is a student supported and operated
, weekly ri~~spaper serving the academic community of
Barbara Glauben, Daniel J._ White Vinnie Dodero ·
ProductiC)n
Staff
Donna Schofield

Office·' and ''Ma~agement
, , Business,,Manage.r ,',
Barbara Glauben ·
Advertising Manager
Jeannie Pantanella
Distribution Manager
David Cormier

Contributing Pqotographers:
Ed Donahue, Wolffe

Completed at 2:30 a.m.

Bridgewater State College., Editorial policy is .deter, mined by- the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the
Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material herein
iS prohibited .without the expressed written permission of the Editor"'.in-Chief. All materials submitted
become the property of The Comment. Letters to the
Editor are encouraged but may be limited to 250
words or less and must be typed. Letters, classified
advertisements and all other writt.en materials are
subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available upon request. Any person wishing to join The
Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or
the Managing Editor. All correspondence should be
addressed to The Comment, Student Union Building,
Bridgewater State, College, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
Telephone: (617)697-1200, ext. 2158.

Thursday~

WBIM----(Contlnued from page 1)
Director Carolyn O'Neil is
working as an intern at Channel 5, while News Director
Dave Robichaud is working
as an intern atthe assignment
desk for Channel 4's Eyewitnes~ News.
"The experience you can
get here at WBIM is invaluable," said Robichaud, a senior
Communication major with a
minor in Radio and TV.
"Classrooms are fine for
learning concepts and theories, but you can't beat the
practical experience you get
when you apply what you've
learned in class to the actual
radio work you do here at the
station. I think the fact that
Peter and Laurel are already
working as paid DJs for commercial radio stations is an
indication that working at
WBI M can help you get into a
professional broadcasting

career," he added. "They had
experience already when
they went into those jobs, and
that's what employers are
looking for. Working for a college station is a good place to
start."
Robichaud is pleased to
announce several new features of the News Department, which he hopes will
help to train news staffers and
raise the level of professional
news reporting at WBIM.
"In addition to our present
UPI newswire, we'll also be
getting taped news reports
direct from ABC soon, in
order to keep our audience
well informed on world and
national issues as well as
state and local news," he
stated.
He also added that a new
talk show called "The News
Stand," featuring state and
local issues will soon be on
the air. "It will be on every
Wednesday at 6 p.m., hosted
by Nick Litton and Laurel

Bowman, and also feature
various guest speakers," he
explained. "Upcoming topics
include the prnposals for new
state college admission
standards, and the controversy surrounding 'the adult
bookstore in nearby Stoughton. WBIM News," he continued, "will fully uphold its
responsibility to serve the
public through community
service broadcasting."
Robichaud, Program
Director Peter George, Production Director Scott Swanson, and DJ Scooter
Livingston will also be attending a conference of the lntern at ion a I Broadcasting
Commission in Washington
D.C. this spring, in another·
effort to increase the level of
professional operation at
WBIM. "WBIM is improving as
a station every day," concluded Robichaud, "and so is
the staff. I think both have a
bright future in the broadcasting field."

Art

Exh~b~t.January ~7~February

11

11

.

.

With partners, parents,
families, and friends, people
increasingly say they simply
aren't able to talk. "He/she
just doesn't listen to me", "I
guess he's just too tired at the
end.of .the day to re.ally care ....
"Even though I've been with
her for two years, I just don't
know her'.'., .
..
.
..
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TV Continued from p&ge one.
and~ improve the individual
there is any interest in airing
professor's teaching effec- the show.The proposed cost
tiveness after he or she sees of one year of Bridgewater
their visual performance."
Magazine is nearly $26,000.
David Wilson, Director of The proposal, if approved by
Community Services here at the Board of Trustees, will
BSC, and Dennis Bicknell of funded through BSC's total
the Program of Continuing budget from the State.
Ed u cat i o n h ave bee n
"Cable television," said Dr.
appointed as negotiators for Kryzanek, "is the wave of the
Bridgewater Magazine and future. And we feel the
are currently contacting Bridgewater should be on
cable networks in Southeast- that wave."
ern Massachusetts to see if

Valentine Personals

Hi,

I am your friendly Editor-in-Chief, Stu. Next
Week 111 publish all of your heartwarming Valen·
tine personals, (but only if they're for me. Ed thinks I'm ego-centric.
April Foots!) In case you didn't know, I will print personals every week now. The only difference is that
for Valentines Day I'll print more of them. All you
have to do is print your personal on a clean piece
of unshredd ed paper and bring it, along with your
BSC ID, to the Comment office before noon,
Tuesday, Feb 8th.
Summer Job Fair 183

''We Just· Don't
S eem t 0 T a lk ''

Announcements
Eighth Annual Poetry Contest
A $1,000 grand prize will be awarded in the Eighth Annual
Poetry Competition sponsored by World of Poetry, a quarterly
newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any subject are eligible to compete for the grand prize or for 99 other cash or merchandise
awards, totalling over $10,000.
Says Contest Chairman Joseph Mellon, "We are encouraging poetic talent of every kind, and expect our contest to
produce exciting discoveries."
Rules and official entryformsareavailablefromtheWorldof
Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept. G, Sacramento, California.

February 3, 1983

~able

first time. Responses to this
kind of openness range from
"I can't believe that I could tell
you a~I of this0 arid feel OK
about it." to 1 actually felt
better after talking about it."
·. If.you .are interested ih talk;.
ing more about these issues,
you will have an opportunity
to do so. Dr. Daniel R. Die.:.
thelm the Director of the

on Wednesday, February
23rd, the Student Employment Referral Service (SERS)
and the Career Planning and
Placement Office will be cosponsoring Summer Job Fair
'83. This will be an opportunity for students seeking
employment to meet with
. po~ential employers. OvEtr 75
representatives from private ·
industry, retail industry and
ca~ms).bat a~ticip,:ite. hiring
summer help
present.
various non-profit agencies
will ~e. , _attendi.n. g, . th,. er~.fp.r~...,

wiH oe
,

·

therewillbesomework-study
1

an~'~v;;~~~~~"fl~iiW~
~~~~t!,~~i~~~~:r..~=~,~.:~~,~~1t,
~;;f;ii~i~!i~r
~:~
Gallery of Bridgewater State College begi~ning January 17
whatever name, tt see.ms to day, February 7, at
p.m. · take
SU Ballroom
1:00

through Fe.bruary 11.
.
· Both artists are graduates of Bridgewater State and are
kn~wn for their dist~nguished exhibi.tion records. S~hmitz, a
~at~ve of New York, ts currently working on a M~ster s .Degree
m fine art from the Rhode Island School of Design. M1seph, a
Taunton native who now resides in Falmouth, holds an M.F.A.
degree from the Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan.
The A~derson Gallery, which is l~cated in the Art Center on
campus, 1s open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. A
reception for the artists will be held at the gallery on Monday,
January 24, from 3 to 5 p.m.

place in the

r~present .~ proplern m. th.e or on Thursday, February 10,
lives of many people. There 1s atS·C>o Pm
.

bo!h ·a want and a fear of
being kn.own .more .. ful!Y·
Often the fear rs stated, ff.
they find out what I'm really
like, they won't like me." Yet,
there is. so often a sense of
both relief and release when
an individ.ual ·is able to share
openly with another for the

Y~u m~y ·sign up for one of

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Admissio;E~~r~e~d CP&P wi.ll co-

··

these workshops by stopping
at the Counseling ·Center
which is located on the
ground floor of the Grove
Street Building or by calling
extension 1331 . Sign ups will
also be taken at the Office of
Student Services (ext. 1276).

sponsor another Summer Job
Fair in May. However,
employers .who reach their
hiring quota from the February Job Fair may not. be
returning in May.-The SERS
staff encourages students to
take advantage of the February Fair, atwhichapplications
for over 75 employers will be
available. This is 25 more
employers than were present
at the 1982 Job Fair. In addition, some applicants may be
given on the spot interviews.
For further information
regarding the Job Fair, stop
the SERS office on the
ground floor of Tillinghast
Hall, room T --6, Wednesday
through Friday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Watch The Comment for a complete listing of
employers who will be attending t~e Job Fair.

\
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The way people react when
you tell them you're pregnant
isn't important. The way you feel
about it is. So if you're pregnant
and not so sure you want to be,
talk to us. Our counselors
are specially trained to help
you make the decision that's right
for you. General anesthesia
available. Call 738-6210.
Preterm. The most experienced
reproductive health care center
in the Northeast.
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A licensed non-profit health care facility.
1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146
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Announcements

History Club Raffle Winners
The History Club wishes to thank all those who supported our raffle. The winners are: FM stereo headphones, Ruth MaClean and BSC Mug, John Gouveia.

Women In Law
A free, day-long conference for women considering careers
in law will be held at Western New England College of Law in
Springfield on Saturday, February 19th.
The morning session on the law school application proc~ss
conducted by law school administrators will be followed by a
panel discussion on the law school experience led by women
law students~
.
Atty. Jane Center Edmonds, former chair of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD), will deliver
the keynote address at 11 :30 a.m. on the need for women
lawyers.
Afternoon programs will include panel discussions on varied legal careers, balancing person~l life and career, and working with support staff. Women law students will examine legal
issues affecting women including rape, and sexual
,harassment.
Free child care will be provided. Box lunches will be available at a nominal fee.
Those interested in attending this free career conference
should make reservations by calling WNEC School of Law
Admission Office at 783-3111 ext. 406.
The conference is co-sponsored by the Women·s Law Association, Office of Admissions, and Office of Career Services
and Alumni Relations at Western New England College School
of Law.

Moby Dick Council
A representative of the Moby Dick Council, Boy
Scouts of America, will be at the Bridgewater State
College Summer Employment Recruiting Day to be
held on February 23, 1983 in the Student Union Ballroom. Summer camp staff positions available at the
Cachalot Scout Reservation, South Carver, Massachusetts, include: Business Management, dining hall steward, chefs, and rifle range director. For more
information contact Thomas Johnston at 993-9978 or
678-2858.

Interested in Writing?

I am putting together a ·* A personal account of fused, horny person. What
satire publication to be dis- your fascination with James are today's "Ins and Outs" for
tributed at the University of Watt---perhaps as the ugliest, the sexually active young
New Hampshire sometime or even the most harmful adult? Play sex-therapistfora
this spring. We are making high-level bureaucrat we've few thousand words.
* Go to a big party. Stay
fun of American society--- had in years.
some of the unsettling stupid- * Ronald Reagan calls the sober. Watch everyone get
ity and obnoxiousness that MX missile system the drunk. Write what you see.
These are only suggesemanates from our culture.
"Peacekeeper". His adminis1
want your essays.
tration's policy of deterrence tions; I'm sure you have
Cape Cod Summer Jobs ;
Write about whatever warrants a serious parody of plenty of ideas.
While seasonal jobs will be scarce elsewhere this summer,
Please let me know as soon
aspect of life in the US that · nuclear doublespeak.
Cape Cod and the Islands will be offering over 55,000 good
you feel inspired to playfully * We've been deluged with as you can if you will write
summer jobs in 1983. Most require little or no·prior experience.
strike out at. The only "Valspeak". Is there a something. Of cours~. you
Because it is impossible to fill these jobs with local residents,
requirements are that all.work regional counterpart where won't get paid, but another
most of whom make up the year round work force, it is necesbyline from a distant publicasubmitted must be satire, and you live or go to school?
sary to draw heavily from other geographic areas to satisfy this
should be a maximum of. * Force yourself to listen to tion will look nice on your
seasonal need. Hiring has already started In many Job categoM
3,000 words. Try to make today's so-called "Progres- resume. I will send you a few
ries! Write today for a copy of the 1983 Cape Cod Summer Job
essays short and to the point. sive Rock": Loverboy, REO copies of the finished
13ureau Directory, which includes the names and addresses of
The size of this publication,
Speedwagon, the Scorpions, product.
local employers who hire extra summer help, job descriptions,
Send all correspondence
tentatively titled "Your Face Billy Squier; as Neitzsche
anctthe,number of ernpJ9yeesneeded. Als9 listed are summerBothers Me", will depend on once asked, "What went to:
time educational opportunhies, academic courses for college
'XAVIER A. CRONIN
the number and quality of the wrong here?" Let's see how
credit, and cultural classes in music, theatre, ·and the arts.
140 Madburry Rd. No . .7
pieces received. lnvitationsto clever you can be in your
F.or a copy of the.directory, send $2.00 to cbver first class
Durham, NH 03824
submit have been sent to slaughter of today's lowest
postage and handling tO: Cape Cod Summer Job Bureau, Box
majoruniversitiesthroughout. common denomin,ator or call (603) 668-3592 and
594, Barnstable, MA 02630.
·
leave your number if you wish
the United States.
:dumpst~r rock.
Baseball Raffle Winners
A few suggestions for essay
* What's next in the world of to speak· with me. Please
At halftime of the SSC-Framingham State basketball game topics:
sex? Read Cosmopolitan, include your address, phone
on January 20, 1983, winners were drawn for the BSC baseball::;::::::::::::::::::::::::;::~=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?!.': Vogue, Self, Forum, and other number, and a short blip
team raffle. The winners will ·receive a one-year MA lottery
Need Credit?
modern magazines that spew about yourself in your corresticket, and are as follows:
·
:::: Get Visa, Mastercard, and;::: advice for the young, con- pondence. WRITE AWAY!!
Lisa Hennigar, Pope Hall
~~~j others. Guaranteed! No~~;~
Barbara Vanbourgandoan, Glenhead, NY
~:~: credit check. Free details.1:~:
Mike Ryder, Brockton, MA
:~:~Write National Credit:~:~
Y~onne Gagnan, Fall River, MA
Services, Dept. CA126 P.0.f
~1ke Keo~, Alpha Hous~
.~
:~:~ drawer 794, FairhopE;!, Ad:
Tickets will be sent to winners by February 5, 1983.
/ _q~~~~........... ......................... .,·.·.:.···Ji,
This
@..................................................
send a message

r ··

t

t
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Feb., 14th

_._... ................

·BridgeWater State" College

to

your valentine
on

Social Action Club

WBJM 91.5
FM \D

is ~ponsoring a

r--- clip and bring to The Comment office ---.
I

now in stereo at 180 watts

I

Furniture Drive· Saturday 12
for the area halfway houses
With the economy as such, we would appreciate your
contacting us if you have some furniture you could donate.

Call before 6pm 697-4397
or Student Union Director's Office
This is one of the many activities the
· B.S.C. Social Adon Club is involved,with.

We are looking for new

members.

DoJ. ;;,Please play the song:

i

~----

for my valentine.
DoJ: I trust your taste in music;
you can play whatever you want.
My valentine will love me,
anyway.
I
My valentine's name is: _ _ _ I

My name is:

6_

----------------------

WBIM 91.5

The FM Alternative

I
I
I
I
l
I

,, !

---------~----~------------

I
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The Women's Center
By Liz Scroggs
The Women's Center welcomes everyone to join our
bi-weekly meetings held
every Tuesday and Thursday
at II a.m. The Center is located
on the third floor of the Student Union Building in
between the Art Gallery and
the S.G.A. Office. Our hours
for this semester are Mondays from II to 5; Tuesdays
from 10 to 3; Wednesdays
from II to 5 and 6 to 8; Thursdays from 10 to 12 and I to 3;
Fridays from 8 to 5.
One of our major concerns
this semester is the fact that
virtually no one knows that
we exist. Wei I, we try to get
something in the Comment
each week, have a bulletin
board on the ground floor of
the Student Union Building
near the Commuter Cafe, put

public service annoucements The cost is $35 per person of
on WBf M, have a weekly talk which BSC students will pay
show every Thursday night at $10 and the Student Govern6 p.m., and put posters up to ment will pay $25. Flyers and
advertise our events.
sign up sheets are available at
Maybe we're not offering the Women's Center.
service events that interest
Our other upcoming events
you.We'd like to know! We for this semester are as folhave a mailbox at the Infor- lows; a movie entitled Women
mation Booth and we'd love Loving Women, exloring the
to hear some feedback!
common misconceptions and
This semester we are offer- myths about lesbians, will be
ing a self-defense course for shown the first week in
women in conjuction with the March; a lecture with someS.G.A. The course is. being one from the Samaritans
taught by Bob Blaisdell who speaking about Suicide Previs a 3rd degree black belt in ention in April; a series of four
karate. The course will be · Economic Literacy workstarting on Tuesday, Febru- shops for women, exploring
ary 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the S.G.A. the economic injustices facChambers on the third floor ing women, put on by The
of the Student Union Build- Women's Commission in
ing. The course will run every Exile during the month of
Tuesday and Thursday from April. Keep your eyes and
7:30 to 9:30 for five weeks.
ears open for further details!

Announcements
Attention Gameroom Tourney Winners
ALL gameroom tournament 1st and 2nd place winners must
report to the Student Union Info Booth by February 7th at 12
noon.
Creative Dance Workshop
The Creative Dance Group will hold an open workshop on
Monday, February 7 for those interested in dancing with the
Group. The Dance Group meets regularly on Mondays from
6:00-8:15 in the Student Union Demonstration Room, and is
open to all who like to dance and prepare original events for
performance. If you can move, you can dance!
Those who are regular participants for a semester, may want
to receive credit (1 Sem. hour) by registering for CT-PE 180
with Professor Cora Miller, director of the Creative Dance
Group.

Campus Cartoonists Contest
Are you one of the best in the U.S.? There will be 10 winners,
and they get money. $500 each. Plus the chance at a contract
with Tribune Company Syndicate, one of the largest U.S. distributors of comic strips and cartoons.
No quotas. You can be Ivy League or not, Big Ten or not,
biggest university or smallest college. There are no restrictions. Talent will win.
·
The rules are easy:
1. Get your stuff in the mail first class. It must be postmarked by
March 7 and we must receive it by March 16.
In 1652, Elizabeth Poole 2. Send us UP TO
began a joint stock company
a. 12 comic strips
b. 12 cartoon panels (editorial or humorous)
in Taunton, Massachusetts,
to manufacture iron bars.
c.Or both
This became one of the first
These need NOT have been published in your campus
successful iron production paper, but they must be completed drawings (not merely
ideas).
plants in the New World.
The above information has 3. On the back of EVERY panel or strip, tell us:
a. Your name
·
been taken from an article
entitled, "Rediscovering
b. Your college address and phone
American Women: A Chroc. The name of your college
.. . .
nology Highlighting
d~ Your year and major (you mtJst be or have been registered
Women's History in the Uni- at college within the past year)
ted States." This segment
e. The name of your college paper
comes from "The Spirit of 4. No entry can be returned. Do NOT send valuable originals
Houston: The First National (good machine copies will do nicely). Maximum size: 81hX11
Women's,:$tJittfer•ci;.e:V:•·':WR~~'"''::.~Jl~ff:'·§,~,, .,, ~-· , ...... •· ., . . ..• ,.< ·'·· .· . . .. . . . .
was officially reported· to the 5. WE\tc~n-r acTtWo'Wrr~f'.ft'd:JiP't·~•fr'~fl,n1.~~try, llc:th~t~PftJE!~~
president, Congress, ·and you. send it certified mail and request a receipt.
people .of the United States in 6 .. If. y~u want a list of winf\ers, enclose a self-addressed
March .of 1978 in observance stamped envelope; We'll tell you by April 15.
of International Women'sd
Now send all this to: Campus Cartoonists Contest, Black1Year.
burg, VA 24060, Remember: Deadline Is March 711

American Women I
By Liz Scroggs

This is the first in a series of
articles intended to enlighten
people about important
women in American history.
In 1587, Virginia Dare was
born to English colonists,
making her the first white
child to be born in the New
World.
Around the· year 1600, the
constitution of the Iroquois
Confederation of Nations
guaranteed women the sole
right and power to regulate
war and peace. The women
· also chose tribal leaders.
In 1607 Princess Pocahontas saved the life of Captain
John Smith (one of the founders of the Jamestown Colony)
by aiding her father, king of

the Powhattan Confederacy.
In 1638, Anne Hutchinson
was excommunicated by the
Puritan church in Boston for
challenging its religious doctrines. One of her freedom
fighters, Lady Deborah
Moody, established a community in Gravesend, Long
Island, based on religious tolerance and self-government.
In 1648, Margaret Brent
petitioned the Colony of
Maryland House of Delegates
requesting two votes in the
ass.embly. She believed that
she deserved one vote as a
landowner (which a man·
would have received without
question) and one vote as the
executrix for the deceased
brother of Lord Baltimore.
.Her request was denied.

1

®
Our large Combo is a mouthwatering mozzarella monster laden with beef, sausage, pepperoni,
olives, onions, mushrooms and tomato sauce, then topped withamountainofdeliciousdairy cheese.
There's nobody's pizza like Godfather's Pizza. Come in today.

GocUatbcr~

Pizza®
...-..-----.,
'

(intersection of Rtes.18 Ir: 27) Whitman 447...5591
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A BSC Playwright
By Barbara Glauben
A search for a ball of golden
sunlight ... or the chance to
see your own creation presented on stage to delight
thousands of children? Whatever it is, Allan Moniz will see
his work in action in action on
March 10.
Although his name does
not appear in ttie SSC yearbook, this Bridgewater Theatre graduate, class of '82, will
appear on the program of the
Children's Theatre production of "The Princess and the
Frog," as Author.
Moniz, calling himself a
"hack writer," at one time was
a comic book author for
Western· Publishing Company. After deciding it was
time for a career change,

Moniz wrote a book which
was a an adaption of a Grimm
fairy tale, and incorporated a
"women's lib" theme. However, after seeing a puppet
show, he was inspired to rewrite the book into a play for
children's theatre.
Recognizing Prof. Robert
Barnett's experience, with
children's plays, Moniz
brought his script to Barnett,
who pronounced it "good, but
it needs work." After a
summer of rewrite, the script
was submitted to Dr. Richard
Warye; Children's Theatre
Company director, who
deemed it worthy to be the
1983 spring production.
Moniz attended the recent
auditions. and was selighted
by what ·he saw ... "a lot of

good talent." As a result of
student interpretations, the
script will be polished and
tightened up in preparation
for exciting premeir performance March 9.
Ten performances will be
given by the Company, March
10-16, seven of which will be
held specifically for area
school children who are
brought to BSC for an exciting field trip. Public performances will be held on
Friday, March 11 (7p.m.), and
Saturday, March 12 (1 and
3p.m.). The final dress
rehearsal/premier performance will be open to the stu- ·
dent body, (at no cost)
Wednesday, March 9 at 7p.m.
Photo: Moniz at auditions.

By Kevin Roberts
forty five minutes. There was best, challenged the spectaOn January 27, 19ti3 three a good rapport between the tors with his assorted jokes.
notorious comedians un- _audience and the jesters. He explained that his last
leashed dozens of jokes Adlibbing. insljlts, quick name is a Japanese .word
resulting in uproarious laugh- _ comebacks, cleverness, tim- meaning Perrier Water. He
ter from the BSC crowd in the ing and a sense of humor are went on to various set jokes
Student Union Ballroom. The all important especially when · dealing with bad haircuts.
Comedy Connection, a night an occasional nut from the Foreign things (In Boston
club in Boston at Backstage, audience wUI try to put the they have a China Town. In
Charles Playhouse, 76 War- comedian on the spot. The Peking they have an Amerirenton St.,. Boston, gave BSC Comedy Connection, how- can Town.) and preppy
a sampling of their humor ever.,(lrepro,fessionals and no tfiinds. M9to confessed that
w\th the:crazy ta\en1$'o1'M~k~ r··o.rte·messe$ around with them he went to a Generic College.
;;:;;;., ·":- Moto, Kevin Meany and unless you are ready to take
Kevin Meany, the second
Kenny Robertson. All types of the consequences. "So you're merry maker, wanted his first
jokes were used with empha- a Communications Major. name changed to Eany,
sis on drugs, alcohol, sex and Raise your l.Q. a. couple of , hence, Eany Meany. He's
the use of naughty words~ points and you'tlniake a.great · Irish and found out that his
Each comedian performed a plant."
great. great. great grandsolo act that lasted at least_
Mike Moto, the first and the father was a Potato Head.··

Kiley Shines
By Stephen Lee
Man of LaMancha now
playing at the Boston Opera
House is a flawed production,
but well worth seeing.
Man of LaMancha ~ritten
by Dale Wasserm and Mitch
Leigh, is the story of Miquel
de Cervantes. All the characters of the play ~re imprisoned in a dungeon in Seville
at the end of the sixteenth
century. The entire action of
the play takes place there and
in·various other places in the
imagination of Miquel de Cervantes. Cervantes takes us
through the life of Don Quixote de LaMancha, a man
whose imagination has taken
over his' life. No longer just a
country squire he has laid
down the· meloncoly burden
of sanity and conceives the
strangest motion ever, to
become a knight ,and sally
forth to right all wrongs. The
. story proceeds through many
misadventures in the life of
Don Quixote and continuously builds to an extrodinary
climax. The music boasts
such favorites as: Dulcinea,
It's All the Same, Man of
LaMancha and the ever popular, The Impossible Dream.
Richard Kiley in the dual
role of Cervantes/Quixote,
the role he created on Broadway, was wonderful. He portrays the r.ole with mag-

Meany's famous dog impersonations of celebrities were
all a howling success.
Meany's singing is all so
worth noting. One BSC soul
asked Mr Meany for a
cigarette and then proceeded
to eat it. Could this BSC student be the next member for
the Comedy Connection or
. the next fellow on That's Edible? Meany paused·at the end
of his act to tell the audience
that he's thinking about his
comedy career. "I have an
interview with the Boston
Globe tomorrow. I hope to be
getting the paper in a couple
of days."
The last kidder, Kennv ·

Robertson, dealt mostly with
drugs, animals and various
unusual jokes. His McDonald's and "!now shoveling
routines were hilarious.
Robertson e~pressed · his
desire for his ideal job.
"WANTED: Man to sleep till
noon. SALARY: $35,000."
"Heck! I'll come in early!"
There was a joke to satisfy
everyone's taste. There were
some misses but mostly hits.
For one dollar the SSC got
their moneys worth and that's
no joke. Check the Joke of the
Week for more jokes from the
Comedy Connection.

.:··················································
•
.

••

THE JOKE OF THE WEEK

•

nificient grace. Mr. Kiley's:
rou: are cor<!i~lly if!vited to
voice is very impressive and• subfr!lt '!-n '!rtgmal Joke for
well rounded and he acts the: pub_licatton m the Comme'!t.
part as though it was another• All Jokes n:ust be neatly wnt.
.
""" · . : ten on a piece of paper along
emty of his ~ctual self. lh»as it. with your name and whether
~e w~s play1 ng the r~I~ for.the:-· you prefer mashed potatoes
first time. The energy 1s high,• or stuffing. All jokes. must be
the performance; a classic. : in good taste. Deadline for the
Joan Diener, also from the:: jokes are on Tuesdays at
original cast, as Aldonza,: 12:00p.1?'. The best joke '?'
Quixote's love interest does• Jokes will be selected and will
not fair as well as Kiley. Her: appe_ar in that week's issuP..
characterization is faulty and : Got rt? Good.
'
is continuosly breaking. She . :.•••••••••.• •• ••.••
was very. inconsistent and
does not cover her character ·
well.
John Wheeler as Sancho
Panza, Quixotes side kick, is a
nothing. He takes a very well
written part and does absoIf youwould likefo write for
lutely ·nothing with it. He, by The Comment in the area of
far, is the weakest member of Entertainment or you have an
the cast
entertaing event that you
One of the best cast sur- would like to have posted in
prises ·was John Reardon in the Calendar then please
the role of the padre. His act- contact the Entertainment
ing was· marvelous and
Editor or put it in his folder
vocally his rendition of To - located in the Comment
Each His Dulcinea was the Office.
best I heard. He is a fantastic
If you are writing a story
talent that must be seen..
contact the Entertainment
Overall laMancha works,
Editor first, this way he can
and works well. It is a produc- give you the go ahead and
ti on that is a must for theatre also he doesn't receive 27
goers young and young at reviews of An Officer and a
'heart.
Gentleman. ·
Theshowendsits'runSunAll submissions, this
day Feb. 6th so hurry down to includes announcements,
'the Opera House. You won't should be neatly typed or
be sorry.
hand-written on a piece of

...............................................................................

Connection
Tuscan, Arizona! Where men "I prefer a baked potato."
are men and sheep a re
nervous!
If E.T. landed in Alabama the
Mike Mato/Comedy Con- · movie would have only lasted•8
nection
a minute. "What the hell is:
that? Shoot! He's giving us:
"I prefer Stuffing."
the finger!" Ka-Slam!
•

•••
Kenny Robertson/ComedY:
Connection
•
"I prefer Gerbils."
:•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Where does Mr. Greenbeans,
Mr. Carrot and Mr. Lettuce go
to get drunk? The Salad bar.
Kevin Meany /Comedy

Guide Lines
paper. If hand-written it
should not be in cursive.
Deadline for everything
concerning entertainment is
noon on Tuesdays. Anything
submitted after that is not
guarenteed for publication.
Expect your articles &
announcements to be edited.
Put the most important information d.n your opening
paragraphs.
A review is one person's
op.inion. A review is a critical
evaluation; therefore it can
either be negative or positive.
If you disagree with a review
then write a letter to the editor
and state why you dislike or
like .the movie, the band, the
play, etc .

MY ONE AND ONLY
By Matt Donahue
The new musical, My One and
O,nly, starring Tommy Tuneand Twiggy opens Thursday.
Director Peter Sellars has
been fired and
Comment
columnist Matt Dono·ghue
has it on good authority that
Mike Nichols has been called
in to doctor and direct. The
book is by Joseph Mayer, the
songs by George and Ira
Gershwin, choreography by
Thommie Walsh and Tommy
Tune .. At the Colonial Thea~
tre, Boston. The Comment
wiU have a review of the show
in next's week issue.
,__ _......_ _ _ _ _ _ _....
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Entertainment
Saluting· A Black Flag
BLACK FLAG, at The Channa/, 25 Necco St., Boston, on
January 30. ·,
By Brett Peruzzi
"This is the first time we've
ever gotten a mike back from
an audience. I think you guys
are pretty cool," said Henry
Rollins, Black Flag's tattooed
lead singer, in the middle of
their 75 minute set at The
Channel last Sunday night. .
The maniacal Rollins went
througf'l three or four microphones before the set was
over, stalking the stage,
sweaty and shirtless, occasionally leaping into the
crows of slam-dancing teenagers that filled the space in
front of the stage. He also
made it a point to encourage
audience participation, and
often handed the mike fo the
jostling crowd to sing the

choruses, which was one of
the main reasons for the all
the broken mike cords; after
reeling his mike back in after
a trip through the audience,
he found himself several
times with nothing but a
broken wire, while a fan stood
below him and handed him
the detache mike, as mentioned in the opening sentence. Rollins would simply
hook up another mike, and
launch into the next song.
Audience participation is
what Black Flag, and al I the
-other hardcore punk bands
are all about. Formed in Los
Angeles in 1976, Black Flag
took its original cue from
early American punk bands
like the Ramones, and then
took the punk credo of playing loud, fast, rock 'n' roll
even further, speeding their

sound even more, and writing
sharp-edged songs that
seethed with anger and rebel1ion. Along with other Californis hardcore bands like the
Dead Kennedys and the Circle Jerks, Black Flag blazed a
trail through the blandness
and mediocrity that was
weighing down the so-called
"new wave" bands that had
become quite tame after the
original punk rock flame
began to die down as the
1980's began.
Now, with several singles,
an EP, an album, three
national tours and one European tour behind them, Black
Flag has developed a very
loyal underground cult following. Most of their Boston
fans are young, in their teens,
as was evident by the youthful
crowd at this all-ages show.

From the opening screech
of guitars, dozens of fans
slamming in front of the
stage, climbing onto it, and
then diving or somersaulting
into the swirling mass of
bodies below, a frenzy of
motion that didn't stop until
Black Flag left the stage after
an hour and a quarter of spirited, thrashing punk music.
You have to see one of these
shows to believe it; if your
only live rock experience is
limited to the Boston Garden
or similar venues featuring
ordinary, mainstream rock,
you'd be in for quite a
surprise.
"Black Flag" is a name symbolizing anarGhy, which is
about the best term available
to describe one of their
shows. Despite all the diving,
crashing, and slamming in

the crowd, there was no maliciousness involved or visibltl
injuries caused to any of th~
partic,ipants; it was simply C!J
bunch of American kids
enjoying -themselves with tQ_e
music of their generation, just
as their parents did before
them with the rock groups of
the fifties and sixties.
With songs like "Rise
Above," "No Values," and
"Depression," Black Flag is
merly expressing the frustrations and feeling of the youth
of today, it's not surprising
that a lot of young people are
saluting when Black Flag
goes up the flagpole to snap
angrily in today's heavy, foreboding winds. Black Flag may
be returning to Boston in
March for another show
before they wind up this tour.
Don't miss it if you want to see
and hear something very different from what usually
blares out of your radio.

The Delectable Doyle Sisters

CALENDAR
:;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::;:::::::::;:::::::::;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;::::::::~

Movie Lounge in the Student Union
m~
Week of February 7th
~~l~
;:::
11 a.m.-Jailhouse Rock
::::
{
3p.m.-Blue Hawaii
~~~~
~:~~
5p.m.-Jailhouse Rock
:~:~
:~:~
7p.m.-Blue Hawaii
~:~:
~:~:
· Rat Movies
· :~:;
rn
February 7-10 .
~1~i
::::
Monday Sp.m.-Author Author
:::;
7p.m.-The Champ
:~:~
Tuesday 5p.m.-The Champ
;:~:
~:~:
7p.m.-Author Author
:;:;
:~:~
Wednesday 5p.m.-Author Author
~:~:
::::
7p.m.-The Champ
::::
~~~~
Thursday 5p.m'.-The Champ
;m
~:~:
7p.m.-Author Author
· :~::
::::
Rat Bands
:=::
~m
February 4-TGIF with Deuce 4-Sp.m.
} By Kevin Roberts
::::
February 5-Galaxy 9-1a.m.
:::: The Doyle Sisters, a two
~:~:
Student Union Ballroom Events
:~:~person gig, made their BSC
~~~~February 9-Guerilla Tactics in the Job Marketa lecture by Tom ~~~~debut la~t Thursday Janu~ry
:~:~
Jackson at 7p.m.
.
~:~:27, 1983 m the Stu.dent ~nion
::::February 11th-Valentine's Day Dance featuring the all female ::::Ballroom. They filled in for
::::
. .·
::::the Two Card Draw and
rock band-Lipstick-at 9p.m.
~~~~played one hour of music
::::
.
Godspell Ev~nt .
:;:;before The Comedy Connec::;:The S~udent Union ~rogram Committee 1s proud to sponsor a ttion arrived. The Doyle's,
:~:~bus trip to the musical Godspell! Yes, on Sunday February ~:~:from West Bridgewaters are
:::;13th, you could be one of the thirty students who have the ::::actually sisters and are both
~~~;exceptional oportunity to purchase a ticket for this event. For ~l~~enrolled at Bri~gewater State
::::only ten dollars you can be transported and entertained with ::::College. 'J.ul1e Doyle! a
~~~~one of the best musical triumphs ever. Tickets can be bought at ;l~~~ophomt;>re, 1s a Commun1c~::::the S.U. Info booth starting February 1st until February 7th. ;:;:t1_ons Major and plays th~ gu.1::::Bus will leave from t: .. 3 Student Union at 5 .30 P m and perfor- :;:;tar. Depby Doyl~. a senior~ 1s
::::
·
.
. ·
· · ·
::::an Av1at1on Science Ma1or
;:;:
mance ts at 7p.m. Prepare ye the way.
::::and operates the keyboard.
::::
.
Dlal Access
:::=Both iris sin lead vocals

t

;~~~

t

t

f

~

OnD1alAccessHeadphone~NoTVNeeded

;~~~ Dial~280-Dances for Orchestra-The Philadelphia Orchestra
:::;
performs dances by Gliere, Grieg, Savel and others.
~:~: Dial-281-Peter, Paul amd Mary-album-Late Again- Includes:
T-oo Much Of Nothing~ Hymn and ten others.
:::: Dial-282-Prokofieve's Peter and the Wolf as performed by the
;~~~New York Philharmonic and narrated by Leonard Bernstein.
:l:~ Dial-283-0ld Time Radio: The Inner Sanctum with Only the
::::
Dead Die Twice.
Anderson Art Gallery
~:~:An exhibit of paintings by Thom¥ Schmitz and potteries by
:l:l Randyll Miseph. This exhibit runs until February 11th and
~~~;
hours during the week are 9a.m.-3p.m.
::::
SGA Shuttle
~:;: SGA Shuttle bus start this Friday and will go to the Westgate
Mall. Tickets will cost $1.00. Next we~k: Braintree Plaza. Alter:~::
nating weeks hereafter depending enough people go.
;:~j
Dating Game
.
:::: The annual Dating Game is back. Be a contestant and win
:;:;someone's heart. Pick up applications'_at the Info Booth. Dead~:i:
line: Wednesday February 9th.
~i~~ .
College Bowl
:~:j College Bowl sign ups have been extended for one more week
::::
until Sunday.

t

Julie and Debby Doyle
alternating betweennumbers.
Their voices mix well into
harmony although the beginning of their first song was off
key. The audio equiptment
was a shade too loud especially when they reached thei-r
high notes. However, other
than that, their voices were
pleasing to the ear or ears
depending where one was
sitting.
A total of 14 songs flew by
the hour some of which were
You Should Hear How She
Talks About You, You Can Do
Magic, Amy, Hold On, Take It
Easy and their last tune, I'm
So Excited. Ur ed on bv the

audience, ttfe Doyle's played·
an indivual's request of a Beatie's number. They replied
with The Long and Winding
Road.
The Doyle's have peformed
for the last two years at the
Ground Round in Norwood
and Wednesday's nights at
the Peddler's Loft in Taunton.
They like to stick with country
and the top 40 songs. Two
years ago the Doyle's were a
part of a 5 piece western
group titled Mix Country.
They have written their own
songs, two of which have
been recorded. Hope to see
and hear The Doyle Sisters
again-maybe in the RAT.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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Guerilla Tactics

The Student Union Pro- spectrum of activities with
schoo~s and
:::: announce that on Wednes- government agencies.
;~1; day, February 9th nationally
Mr. Jackson is the author of
:1:~ known career specialist Tom The Hidden Job Market,pub~:~:Jackson will be speaking in lished by the New York Times
1~~~ the Student Union Ballroom. and numerous training manu:::: Mr. Jackson will be speaking als, workbooks and articles
:~:~with great knowledge and on manpower and employexperience in career plan- ment. His lecture~ title-"How
ning: Mf. Jackson lends. his to get the Job You Want'; will
~l:1 expertise to giving his begin at 7p.m. in the SU Bal::::audience tactics leading to lroom. Tickets are $1.50 with
1:;: finding the job you want.
a BSC ID and $2.00, public
:i:~ Tom Jackson is one of the and may be bought in the Info
~~~~nations top· manpower and Booth. Don't miss this excit~:::employment experts. His Ing and informative lecture. It
::::experience and achieve- could change the course of
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~x~~~x~~~*=x~~~~~~~=~~~~~~x~~~~~~~XX*~~*~~~*~~~tments encompass a wide yourlife.
l:~: gram Committee is proud to corporations,

t

t

f

t

Remember your old friends
Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus,
Patty, Schroeder, Snoopy
snd even the cute ·little redheada.d girl? Well here is your
chance to become reaquainted.
Thursday and
Friday,. Feb. 3 & 4, at B:OOp.m.
the Ensemble Theatre
proudly presents a studio
production of CHARLIE
BROWN in the SU demon·
stration room. Admission is
free!!!

On
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Announcements
ARTS REVIEW DEADLINE
The Bridgewater Arts Review deadline for submissions
for the March issue is February 18. We need submissions!!
Submit your poetry, fiction, drawings, and black and
white photos to our mailbox in the Student Union Information Booth.
We need staff members!! Meetings are held every Tuesday morning at 11 in the Campus Organizations Room, 3rd
floor. Student Union. Get invo_lved today!

Observatory
Schedule

The winter sky offers some
of the most rewarding astronomical viewing of the year.
More bright stars and constellations can be seen in winter than in any other season.
And if you have access to a
telescope, you can look at
Alaska Lecture at BSC
some of the many beautiful
The Russian Club is sponsoring a lecture entitled "Alaska-- star clusters and nebulae now
Russian America then and now." The lecture-slide presenta- visible.
tion will be given by Dr. Lydia Black on Thursday, February 10,
Bridgewater State College
at 4 p.m. in the Green Room. (Second floor in the Student Observatory is open every
Union Building). Dr. Black is a doctor of anthropology and is clear Tuesday evening from
speaking at Bridgewater as a guest.
8:00 p.m. to whenever our visitors go home. During the
Scholarship!!
Eight $500.00 scholarships will be awarded this Spring by next month we'll be observing
the Portuguese Continental Union. To qualify Bridgewater the following:
February 8--This evening will
applicants must:
be
totally moonless, so
1. Be a member, or son or daughter of a member, of the
Portuguese Continental Union with at least one year of mem- weather permitting we'll try
for so.me of the more difficult
bership and in good standing.
deep-sky
objects that chal2. Be a full-time college student.
3. Be of good character and have grades of commendable lenge our 17'' telescope's
power. These objects include
quality.
the
many gaseous and planeApplications may be obtained by writing the Portuguese
tary
nebulae that populate the
Continental Union, Scholarship Committee, 899 Boylston
Street, Boston, MA 02115. Completed applications must be sky. Of course, we'll also
devote some time observing
received by March 15, 1983.
the beautiful detail of the
Discover Your Family ftoots
Orion nebula, as well as more
Anxious to discover your family mots?
·work with star clusters.
The Friends of the Bridgew;1ter Public Library invite you to February 15--The thin cresattend "Beginning the Climb lnton Your Family Tree" on Feb- cent moon will have set by the
ruary 8, 1983. The program is designed to instruct and inspire time this session begins, so
anyone interested in tracing their paet.
once again we'll have a dark
Richard Jensen of West Bridgewater, a member of the New sky. In addition to the clusters
England Historic and Genealogical ~ociety, will begin his and nebulae we've been
presentation at 7:30 p.m. anhe library. As an outgrowth of a observing, we'll look at some
. 'Christmas gift (a do-it-yourself genealogy kit), Mr. Jensen has of the brighter double and trispent several years researching and developing his own and ple stars available to us. We'll
associated genealogies. As part of the·Tuesday evening pro-_ also try to spot UU Aurigae, a
gram, he will present an easy to follow plan for beginning the colorful star whose deep red
climb into one's own family tree, using materials close at hand, hue call be con1pare9to"the
local resources, and researc~ ~Y maiL
;taif lights' of an'-· automobile."
The program1isfree and open to the public:
·In addition, we'll do some
n a k e d - e y-e as t r o n o m y,
Handicapped Student Organization
observing
and discussing the
Stop and think of your first day at BSC. Were you nervous?
Did you know where you were going? Did you know how you more conspicuous constelcould deal with a problem if you were COF?fr~:.mted with one?
More than likely you found a friend who cot1ld help answer
your questions, or at least knew where the answer could be
found.
Now imagine that you are in a wheelchair, or that you are
deaf. Wh·o can .help you cope with the problems at BSC? The
Handicapped Student Services Office definitely. Yet there is
another way also. By talking to another mor6' experienced
handicapped individual. The problem is, however, where do
you find such a person? Myself and other people would like to
form an organization at BSC to assist the handicapped student. Interested parties please contact Donald Spencer, Kevin
Hebert, or Nancy Clay at the Handicapped Student Services
Office in Boyden Hall, ·extension 1208.
There will be a meeting February 8, 1983, at 2:·30, in the
Plymouth County room in Boyden Hall.
·

appear, rising_9ut of the eastern sky. By The middle of
April Saturn will be wellplaced for observing. Follow·ing Saturn by about a month
will be Jupiter, which will be
in good position by the middle of May. These planets
have always been among the
favorite sights at the observatory, and with our new 17'' telescope, they will be seen
better than ever.

lations.
During the next few months
three of the brightest nakedeye planets will appear in the
evening. The first of these is
Venus, which can already be
seen low in the southwest at
dusk. In the next 12 weeks
Venus will set progressively
later, until eventuallyu it will
be visible during our sessions. At about the same time
i:he ringed planet Saturn will
ACROSS
1 Weaken
4 Encounters
9 Parent:
Colloq.
12 Mature
13 Concur
14 Inlet
15 Hauling
17 Takes unlawfully
19 Attempt
20 Country of
Europe
21 Hike
23 Symbol tor
tin
24 Faithful
27 Pronoun
28 "Lohengrin"
heroine
30 Exact
31 Diphthong
32 Height
34 Negative
prefix
35 Quarrel
37 Partner
38 Greek letter
39 Bar legally
41 Behold!
42 Escape
43 Test
45 Enemy
46 Compositions
48 Meal
51 Took a gold
medal
52 Trio
54 Female deer
55 Unusual
56 Bread
Ingredient
57 Resort

3 Alloy of tin
and copper
4 A large number
5 Urge on
6 Teutonic
deity
7 Trial
8 Bristlelike
9 Entreaty
10 Lubricate
11 Dance step
16 Irritate
18 Choice part
20 Induct
21 "-foolish
things ... "
22 Harvests
23 Bridge term
25 Mask
26 Uncanny
28 And: Lat.
29 Vehicle
32 Tornado
33 Note of scale
36 Be present

DOWN

1 Posed for a
portrait
2 Time gone by

1

2

3

CROSS

WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

38 Begs
40 Devoutness

46 Couple
47 Brick-carrier·
48 Legal matters
49 Soak up
50 London
repast
53 Sun god

42 Dude
44 Wimbledon
champion of
1975
45 Parts of
yards
4

5

6

12

51
55

Valentine's Day Dance- featuring LIPSTICK

Spring Break In Mexico
The Earth Sciences and Geography Club is sponsoring a-~rip
to Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula during March brea.k-~ .The cost
to BSC students is approximately $600 ($750 for nonstudents)
for the 12 days. The trip is open to all students and has something of interest for everyone. Six previous trips have been
favorably received by students of all disciplines. On the
agenda are visits to all of the Mayan Ruins, native markets,
coral fringed beaches, fossil collecting sites, the resort of
Cancun, and other places of interest.
For further information and/or to reserve a space, see Dr. R.
Enright, room 307 of the Science Building or leave your name,
address, and phone number in room 308.

February 11 -

--,.

9 p.m. - SU Ballroom - Look for Tickets atthe Info Booth,

Scotch 'n Sounds
Westgate Mall Brockton

f~-~-~~--------------~
GRADUATING SOON? • . •
. t
Thur. February 3rd - Motor Trip

:
:
'

.:
'

f
t
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You're Needed All Over
the World.
Ask Peace Corps volunreers why their Ingenuity and flexibility ore as vital

as· their degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping the world's poorest
peop!~s attain

self sufficiency ln the oreos of food production, energy
,cof'.servotion, educ:otlon, economic development and health services.
And they'll rel! you about the rewords of hands on coreer experience
overseas. Tney'll tell you It's the toughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE COl\PS

-- ....................... ...... _

:

lt

Sat. February 5th -

t

Sun. February 6th - Museum Direktors

t

Tues. February 8th - Hanging

6
'

Wed. February 9th -

:

f
............................. t

Call (617) 223-7366 (ext 502),Peace Corps
140·5 MoCormack PO.CH, Boston, MA O210 9.
1
~ ..............
._..
.............. .._...._..

Every Friday - J.D., Billy and Ken

Open 4:30pm to 2:00am

Midnight Traveler

Wom~n

Creek,

David Champagne
& The Pink.· Cadillac

Tel. 584 -

1694
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Sales Rep Wanted

Scheduled Lecturers

Neec:i_ extra cash? Self-motivated?
Want to set your own hours?
Be your own l:loss.
Become a sales Representative
for ARK Student Bedding, Inc.
AprH 9 Carl Hubbard. PresiIncome potential is up to you.
dent of the New England Handicapped Sportman's Asso- Must have own phone. For further
information write:
ciation. Boston, MA.
Ark Student Bedding, Inc.
"Involvement in Sport: An
P.O. Box 534
Effective Means of RehabiliWenham, Massachusetts
tating the Physically
CH984
Disabled.'~

The Children's Physical
As part of each clinician's
Sports for Cerebral Palsy: An
Developmental Clinic of learning experience, profesInnovative Program."
Bridgewater State College, sionals from associated medMarch 6 Dr. Martin Kaplan.
which is undertaking its 10th i ca I, psychological and
Pedodontic Dental Practice.
consecutive year of service to educational fields are chosen
Stoughton, MA. "Pedodontic
the community, has sche- to present specific lectures
Dentistry as it Pertains to
duled its first Fall session for related to the care, treatment,
Children and Youth with SpeSeptember 25th. The clinic is rehabilitation and education
cial Needs."
a unique physical education of children and youth with
at the Hill and Tilly
program in the greater Bos- special needs. The lectures
ton area designed to enhance are given at weekly seminars
Feb 3 to Feb 9
the physical, motor and social which are conducted
developmental needs of between 8:00-9:00 am on SatChicken Noo~le Soup
Chicken Noodle Soup
~i'i!'iOrted Juices
children and youth with phys- urday mornings.
Shake n' !:lake Chic1rnn
Chee!:le Pi2.7.a
~~sort~d Cold Cer-eal
;laked .. aciironi & Chee;;.·
B<:c f Pot J'ie
"rP.sh l"ruit
ical, mental and/or emotional
The following list of topics
Faral'"Y Boiled Pot:-itO
Wait Beam•
· :ramblf'd El"<'!:l
r.r-een l:leanf3 \\'/Bacon Bi'
disabilities.
and dates has been prepared
-..:1.usap•:?
!liixeJ
legei;<:tl.Jles
1
·1
ncakt~
s
w/syrup
f.
The Clinic program, under so interested students,
the direction of Dr. Joseph teachers and parents can
Clam Chowder
Clam Chowuer
. '''nrted Ju1ces
r'
Ba.keel Cod
Stuffed Fepper::.i
r{
Assorted Cold Cereal
Huber and Professor attend the free lectures. Each
r
StuficJ ~anicottl
w/Brown Sauce
·e::.ih fruit
Pota•J ~u Grutin
Pish Stix on a oun
'"'1~~esc Omeln t
iJ
Johanne Smith, is conducted lecture is open to the college
Peas w/onion;:;
;3aked Beans
··."1 ff le,,; w/syrup
A
Corn
Cauliflower
,\.;nortn.d Donuts
for 4 hours on Saturday communitu and the public at
~o~mt/ouLter/iclly
mornings throughout the large.
_,
il R U N C JI
school year. Each applicant February 5 Kathy Foster,
Veretable Beef SoJp
Vee;eta ble !~eef So1.lp
['
:c;ot-1.·Jd ,Juice::.;
accepted participates in an Director of the Efficiency
Roa::i1. Loin of Pork
Meatball Sub
A~sor1.~d Cold Cereal
iJ
w/Sauo<l
Chicken Croqu~ttus
• !'!°' to Ord<:r
n
individually prescribed activ- Research Institute.Taunton,
!lraisetl l:!el'f
w/r.r-avy
,)
::r··nch •roart
tlut.terct.l
NoutJles
Potato
Puffs
I.
:·~'or·t.;:d
Donuts
ity and exercise program con- MA. "The Educational Needs
Carrot.s
(
'i'oant/liutter/ jelly
Green B.:ans
ducted at the Kelly Gymnas- of the Autistic Child: An· OverB R l1 N C H
ium and Pool Complex. The view of Training and ManageFrenc~·, Onion Soup
Fr-•rnch Onion Soup
~.:•sorted Juices
llllQ ct.ickcn
Clinic is designed to develop ment Techniques".
Shaved Roast Beef
AsPori"'d Cold Cer-cals
Super ~aeon Burgers
on a Bulkie
'·:r:us tc Ordcrgross motor skill coordina- February 12 Dr. Arthur Trott.
1''rench l"ries
American Chop Sucy
'Naffh~'
Zuchini in Tomato
Home Fries
f.!Jsorted Donu tn
A
tion and to enhance the self Children's Hospital Medical
Cauliflower
y
Broccoli
'toast/butter/jelly
esteem of participants.
Center. Boston, MA. "An
Puzzle Answer
,; :;:1ort"d Jui.c.:e :~
Soup Du ,1n1n·
Soup JJu .Tour
Dr. Huber, Clinic founder Overview of Spina Bifida with
Cheese p;
Pepper Steak: w/oni ons
A~sort•d Cold Cer-ealE
i•I
on a Sub Koll.
~·nrnh r'ru it
Baked NacLJrani & Cheese
0
and director, has chosen a Specific Implications for
Ham
Steal\ w/sliced
-:heesr1
Omelet
Sliced
Deets
N
staff of eighty-five Bridge- Involvement in Motor Activi','/aff lv !;
Pineapple
French l<'ries
Carrots
Assorted Donuts
A
water State College graduate ties and Sport".
Clreen Eean
).
Toast/butter/jelly
and undergraduate students February 19 Dr. John Ferreira.
Glam Chowder
Assort£'d Juicer.
C~arn Chow!l1Jr
...
T
Seafood Pla·~ter
Fish Square on a uun
Assorted Cold Cereals
for the 1982-83 school year. Telesis Academy. New BedtJ
Meatloaf w/Gravy
Shrimp
!::
fresh Pruit
The Clinic program provides ford, MA. "Classroom Mani'Jlashed Po ta to
Clams
S
Scrambled 8)"~5
Zuchini
and
Tomato
lasagna
w/t.1ea. tsaucu
D . Pancakes w/Syrup
the Bridgewater State Col- agement Techniques Which
. Broccoli
A
!:la con
·,,
Y Assorted Danuta
lege student with a.well struc- are Useful in Shaping Behavtured and close.ly supervised ior of Special Populations".
"ii
Chowder
Corn Chowder
program which enables them February 26 Grant Peacock.
ii ~~=~~i~~ g~~~egereali:i Corn
Cheese DrE)ams w/U;!cori
Yankee Pot Roast
Chicken·
POt
Pie
'w/'.J:liscuit
··'
·· Jardine're: r,tt;U•
to relate· classroom theory to Physical Education Staff.
~ ;;~~~~/~~;iet
Mexican Corn
Swt)et and Sour Pork
Potato
Puffs
Chinese
Mixed Ver,etabl
practical teaching and human Bradford College. Bradford,
•'re11ch Toast
Fried P.ice
u Assorted Donut:.;
M
service environments.
Wait Beans
'' A. "National Association of - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - A
'I'oast/l>utt11r/jelJ.y
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Study at a Quebec University
Pay

Bridgewater State College
Tuition

Student Exchange

With
Quebec
If interested, please- contact:
Professor John F~ Myers
Canadian Studies Office
Tillinghast Rooms 209 or 214
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B ears

Bears' Business
by Mike Storey
The Kelly Gym is buzzing this
week over the outstanding
records of the Men's and
Women's basketball teams.
Basketball
The Men's team (13-3) is currently ranked #8 in New England and lead the Mass. State
Conference with a {6·1)
record. The Bears suffered a
tough loss to arch-rival SMU
(88-86) on Tuesday. It was a
very intense game as the
Bears came back from as 18
point deficeit to actually take
the lead with less than 2 minutes in regulation. Bears'
pride came through in this
game right to the end as BSC
played most of the overtime
without their three front court
men in the game. It took a 20footer with 2 seconds left to
beat us. I wouldn't want to be
Eastern Nazarene after that
game.
The ladies hoop team continues to gain national recognition as they moved up in the

Division I II polls to. #8 while
maintaining the #2 spot in
New England for the week.
After losing to Division II
Quinnipiac last Friday (7965), the ladies came back
strong against SMU with a
solid (88-63) win. They are
currently 13-2 on the season.
Next Tuesday is the first
annual "Ladies Nig·ht" at the
Kelly Gym. The Women's Bball. team takes on a. tough
Clark teani as they return
home after a six game road
trip. Game time is 7:45 PM. So
come on over and show your
appreciation to the girls.
·swimming
The Men's swim team took
on a" tough Boston College
this past Tuesday. Final
Score was BC 75, BSC 37
They are·now 2-2 for the season. Next meet is at Trinity
this Saturday.
The Women's swim team
(2-3) take on Mt. Holyoke and
Salem State 11:his week. Con-

'

Are you tired of swimming lap after lap, and gettin.g
nowhere? Welf' if you are, ttien we have the answer for you! It 1s
a club right here at BSC. I bet most of you didn't know that
there was a synchronized swimming club right here on
campus.
Yes, it is true. The Aquabrytes are alive and v1ell. As a matter
of fact, we are sta~ting new season. We are.p!;~mning now for
our Spring show.
.
.
If you would like to be a part of the action, now 1s your
. hance. We are currently looking for new members. You don't
have to bean excellent swimmer. You just have to like to swim.
If ye>u can do any basic stunts, that's great. anot~ we will train
anyone who is interested. It is an excellent ch~nce to become
involved in your school and get super excercise at the same
time. If you are interested, we swim Tuesday and Wednesday
nights from 6:30 to 9:30. See you there.
Tra,cey Lee, a senior physical education major, is ~o~i11g her·
recreation field experience at Bridgewater State College. She
will be working under the supervision of the Directoro'Untramurals, Recreation and Sports lnformationt Mike Storey.
·Tracey will be performing activities such as helping to program lntramurals; set up publicity and plan Bridgewater As~o
ciation of lntramurals, Recreation and Sports (BAIRS)
activities. The BAIRS will be putting on several ·ae.tivities in
February such as Volleyball and Badminton Tournaments;
Basketball Sharp Shooter Contest; and a Tri at halon '0 be run
in the Spring.
Tracey has participated in a.variety of Intramural programs
and interscholastic athletics. She was elected Tri-Captain of
the .1982-83 Bridgewater State field hockey team. Tracey will
be graduating in May .of this year and plans io pursue her
career in Recreation.
If anyone has any questions· or suggestions about intern•
ships or lntramurals, please feel free to contact Tracey at ext.
2257 or come down to Mike Storey's office in the Kelly
Gvmnasium.
LACROSSE-There will be a meeting for all members, or those
who want to be, of the Men's Lacrosse Club, in the Kelly Gym, todsy at 3:30 p.m. Please try to attend if yo~ are interested. We
will discuss playbooks, uniforms, fund-raising and schedules.
See you there.
·

at

on Tuesday, February 8,
11 :00 a.m., during free ~our, at
the Kelly Main Gym, all BSC students, faculty, and .P aff are
invited to participate in a free throw contest. There will be.two
divisions, Ments and Women's, and will be scored by the h19~
est point total of 25 consecutive tries. No entry form is
required; just goto the gym between 11:00 .a.m. and Noon and
shoot. Go to one of the four designated baskets (2 Jor men, 2
for women) in the main gym and give your name to the scorekeeper. He/she will record the total number of baskets ~hat
you make out of 25 consecutive tries. Intramural Champ10~
ship T-shirts will be awarded to the two highest scorers m
both the men's and the women's divisions.

sidering the girls only have
six swimmers on the team,
their record is respectable.
Because of the lack of bodies,
they would automatically go
into every meet trailing by at
least 20 points. Two members
of the squad, Lori Davenport
(7 events) and Luanne Leroux
(3 events) have already qualified for the New Englands at
the end of February.
Gymnastics
The Women's gymnastics
squad (3-1) defeated the
Coast Guard Academy this
past Tuesday. Leading the
way were Debbie Barlow (3
events) and Andrea Kershaw
(1 event) who both took first
place. The ladies take on
Salem State this Saturday at
2:00 PM in their first home
meet. Keep it up ladies!
lntramurals
Men's and Women's basketball is now in full swing
with games being played
Sun-Thurs. till 11 PM. First

casualty of the year in the
ladies' division was Linda Sullivan who is minus one tooth
after a "slight" collision.
There will be an Intramural
Al I Star team on February
15th as a preliminary to the
varsity game at 8:00 PM.
Aerobics and Women's
Weight Trainning are really
taking off as room is becoming scarce for the Monday
and Wednesday night aerobic
classes at 8:00 PM. The
Women's weight training is
being moved to Tuesday and
Thursday nights from 7-8 PM
to accomodate more women.,
B.A.l.R.S.
Some diehard ski buffs take
off to Sugarloaf.ME for the
weekend. I'm bringing my
own sun tan oil just in case.
There will be a Free Throw
Contest held in the Kelly
Gym, Tuesday, Feb. 8th during Free Period (11-12 PM).
Anyone except varsity and JV
B-ball players can enter-

Women's Figures:
Dangerous ·When
Wet

i?y Flipper Canton

Sail Past
Coast Guard
Academy
by Kip Beam
The Bridgewater State
Gymnastics team is off to a
great start! Tuesday night,
they wrapped up another
meet against the Coast Guard
Academy. This makes BSC's
record 3-1. Debbie Barlow
took 1st place in three events;
scoring a 6.65 on the Uneven
Bars & the Floor Ex. event,
and as 8.0 on vault! Bridgewater went on to win the
Beam event with Andrea Kershaw scoring a 7.4. The team
also captured 2nd & 3rd place
on every event. Maureen Morahan took 2nd place on the
Vaulting event, with Ellen
Chevalier taking 3rd. On the
Uneven Parallel Bars, Maureen Morahan took 2nd place,
with 3rd going to Cathy Farina. On the Balance Beam,
Gina Gallerain took 2nd place
with Maureen Cavanaugh
wrapping up 3rd. And on the
Floor Exercise, Chris
Andersen took 2nd place,
with 3rd place going to Cindy
Parlee. The team is coached
by Marge Smith. We all hope
to see you at the first home
Gymnastics meet against
Salem State on Saturday,Februar 5, at 2:00 PM.

The women·s swim team 1s
Way to go Lori!
plaints from team members
back on the blocks ~g~iq wi~f1
,Luanne . . Lerouxrfrom ·Attle- over those distance races;
a win over Westfield State boro has also placed in the she can have 'em.)
College 68-50: The girls New Englands. Placing in the
Last but not least we come
placed first in all events but so, 100. and 200' Butterfly to our Concerned Freshma·ri
one and each hit at least one (You've got guts.kiddo!). She Sara Layport. She always
personal best time .
and her side kick can been at seems to catch the flaws that
The team consists of five the Kelly Gymnasium pool everyone else has overlooked
dedicated and hardworking any day between 3 and 5 PM. like "Hey, where are the backswimmers, one trainer, and a . Also included in ourteam is stroke. lines?". Other than
fine coach. They have been Doreen Schriener from .catching flaws, she has
practicing at least three miles Apartment 9a or 1Oa(where caught herself some impresevery day since the beginning ever she is, she's been doing a sive times. She swims a varof October and have been great job for us and loves iety of events and does well in
training under a strict weight those backstroke events).. . all. She has 3 more years and
program,
We have 2 Sophomores on her future looks great.
Dorothy Joyce"DJ" is over- our team who really showed
With that record, we hope·,
whelmed in the time drops us their stuff. Eiteen Bent who that now ,maybe, you can
seen by all swimmers. She is walks to school and practice come see us perform; we're
looking forward to seeing from her hometown here in really a sight to see! Our next
some· fine performances in
Bridgewater has excelled in home meet is Saturday, Feb. 5
the New England Champion- many events. Included here against Salem State.
ships in March.
are 50 and 100 yard Butterfly
Lastly, the .team would like
The team is led by Senior as well as 100and200 lndivid- to thank our trainer who has.
Captain Lori Davenport who uaL Medley. The other Sopho- been more than that; for
has already qualified in an more, Michelle McDavitt, has example: icer, good listener,
outstandtng seve_n weeks for shown us that Sophomores watergirl, stretcher, restauthe New Englands. During the are all talk and all action. She rant picker, etc. Thanks Pauseason, Lori has disciplined has pulled the team together line! And thanks DJ for all
herself to working behind the by swimmming events like the your hard work! Hope it's paid
bar at the Rat rather than in 500 yard freestyle and 200 off.
fro:nt of it having a good time. yard breaststroke -{No com- P.S. We miss you Robin!

MASS STATE CONFERENCE

Men's Basketball
as of 1-30-83 (2-2-83)
BRIDGEWATER
SALEM
FRAMINGHAM
WESTFIELD
N~ADAMS

FITCHBURG
WORCESTER

CONFERENCE

6--1
5--2
5--3
4--3
4--3
2--6
1--6

OVERALL
13--2 (14--3)
9--10

8--8
5--10

6--8
6--10
3--12

Note: The Men's Basketball team beat Eastern Nazarene
last night, by a score of 106-97. The Bears have won
twelve out of their last thirteen games.
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The Comment

GUIBlLLA

u.mms

IKTlllJOB
MAlllDlT

The Women's Basketball
Te am sh o w why th e y 're
second in New England and
eighth in the country in NCAA
Div JU.

Wed. Feb. 9th at 7:00pm
S.U. Ballroom·
$1.50 BSC students $2.00 public
Sponsored by S.U. Program Committee

Announcements
Football Players
A breakup dinner will be held at the Catholic Center on
February 7, 1983, at6:30 p.m. ltwil cost $5 and no guests will be
allowed. Please pay Coach Mazzafero in his office before January 30 so that h.e will have some Jdea as to how many willbe
attending.

Counselors
for boys carp.p in Maine.
Openings in most specialtid;~: ·
Write: Camp Cedar,
1758 Beacon St.
Brookline, Mass. 02146
.'~.r ~~~n:., ~n~f7.7:&o:so ..

BSC Divers
If you scuba dive and would like to be"a· part of a newry'
forming club, contact Jim Denoncourt at 826..6735 after 5:00
p.m. on weeknights.'·~we, N'eED MEMBER!!Ho legally fo~mthls
club!!
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. Beachcomber Tours

____.._. . . _..._._...,.._..._.._.._...-,;

PaEsENTs

·

·

College Spring Break in·

I

!

. JET TOUR

BUS TOUR

March 12·19

March ll·ZO

~

or March 19·26

or March 18·27..

{

$164

!

$289

!

j
·1J

....

ALL TOURS INCLUDE:

~

LAND PACKAGE

*
*
*
*
*

First Class Ocean Front Accomodations for Seven(7) Nights at the Days lnn,.Beachside or the
Quality Inn Reef; located directly on the Strip in Daytona Beach,·
· ; ·· ·
·
·
Welcome Party With plenty bf FREE BEER. ·
.
Exclusive 14th Anniversary.JD Card for discounts at Shops, Restaurants. ;NightC.lups, etc.
On campus reservation service.
•:
Services of the Beachcomber Staff.
*_OPTIONAL. Kitchenettes, Walt· o·isney World Tour, New Epcot Center Adventure and more!

*

-.j ·..

l

.

.·

Round Trip Transportation trun1 Hcu1f<JrJ ;:ir1e1 Sp11nqf1eld 10 b.osiun Airport available

PF~1cE DOE:.~:; ~~or 1 ~Jc1 u1 ~r::

ALSO AVAILABLE:
JET FLIGHT ONLY: 5 228° 0
BUS T~ANSPORTATION ONLY s139oo
LAND PACKAGE ONLY: 5 138°0
(Includes all tax, gratuities and service)

.·\DDITIONAL

ssgoo FOH

TAX.

GRAryrni;s AND ~Ff.1\11cr:,

Don't be left out in the

~·~-.
~f\/
.
~ .
.

•

Contact: John
697-6816

i

L,.._..._..,_.....,,._.._.._...__.._.._.._,, _ _ _ _ _ _..____________ _.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._.,_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._.._______ ._.._..__...._..

